SAFARI NJEMA NEWS LETTER 4th OF 2008
Dear Hunting friends and clients.
The safari’s in Tanzania started with a bang Hunting with SC hunter DR Jim Hunter delivered one of
the most exiting and nerve-raking follow up on buffalo that I ever had. Shot at 8h00 in the morning we
followed this buffalo until 15h00 in grass 14feet tall and swamp water up to our ankles. When Kilomboti
my Masaai tracker shouted 4 feet from me the buffalo was on his ass. I did not aim there was no time the
600 grain woodly entered in his right eye at 4 feet. NO ONE GOT HURT but the walk back thru the
swamp was a bit of a struggle. Remember it is only TO THE TREE. This trip also saw one of the biggest
black mambas that I have witness in my entire hunting career. The elephant below we found close to the
mamba’s den it had a very swollen leg and when cut open it was full of foam. Maybe he was a victim of
the mamba.
The 4 yard buffalo

The Elephant and the mamba

A 40 Inc sable shot

The MAMBA that nearly bit me

Then Mr. Dirk and Joyce de Roos visited me in RSA on a bird and eland hunt we had lots of fun with
high flying gees and walking up on spur foul. But the best was the eland hunt I had never seen girl with
more determination than Miss Joyce de Roos she kept up every single step of the way until we finally got
a very nice eland THANK YOU SAGILA .

A good bag for the day

Eland Hunting will do this to you!

Happy hunter and wife

Dirk and Joyce worked very hard for this Eland

While hunting in Kigosi with Hungarian clients we took some very nice buffalo as well as a 12 hr walk
on the track of a 50 and 45 pound elephant. Look at these pictures.
50-pound

Dagga boy in the morning

41 inc buffalo

The last day Roan

My long time hunting companion and trusted tracker one of those that you can shout at kick, love and
play with have the unfortunate tragedy to loose one eye SAGILA had developed cancer in his left eye and
we made a decision to remove it before it spread. This dog is one of the best in the hunting world and has
saved me a couple of time from buffalo ,tracker of wounded animals that is not possible by human and
recovery with that.
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